Advanced Vision
How photometry-based imaging is revolutionizing surface
inspection, glass and particle inspection, and assembly verification
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Challenges & Costs
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The “Hard” Visual Inspection Challenges
BACK TO TABLE OF CONTENTS >

“Hard” inspection problems are ones that push the limitations of
any visual inspection method—human or machine. Typically,
these problems exhibit one or more of the following:
1. Defects on a DUT that are small, subtle, and/or low-contrast
2. Complex assemblies with many components and details to be
assessed—especially where inspection speed is important
3. Defects that are unpredictable and occur randomly, such as
surface scratches
4. Defects indicating quality or process issues that need to be
quantified, trended, analyzed, and addressed operationally
5. Production settings where inspection consistency and
repeatability are important, line-to-line and test-to-test
6. Production where absolute received quality is paramount
(e.g., for brand reputation and customer satisfaction)
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DUT:
Device Under Test, also
sometimes referred to as
UUT (Unit Under Test) or EUT
(Equipment Under Test),
meaning the product unit
that is being inspected.
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The Cost of Defects
BACK TO TABLE OF CONTENTS >

The cost of a defect is lower the earlier it is detected in the
manufacturing process. Early detection helps to limit rework
and/or materials waste.
Once a product has shipped, however, the costs associated with
an undetected defect can be severe. Cosmetic flaws, reduced
product performance, and latent failures can result in rapidly
escalating direct and indirect costs, including :
•

Returns, repairs, or warranty claims

•

Customer dissatisfaction and loss of customer loyalty

•

Damage to the brand reputation and perception of quality

LATENT FAILURE:
Latent Failure is a hidden
defect that does not cause
immediate rejection at
functional testing―such as a
misrouted cable―but which
can shorten the life of the
product and cause a failure
during customer use.
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What Is Advanced Vision?
BACK TO TABLE OF CONTENTS >

Machine Vision has been around for decades, helping to
automate and standardize visual inspection of many types of
goods―from fresh agricultural produce to manufactured
products.
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But traditional machine vision has limitations, particularly in
discerning fine details and low contrast defects, and identifying
and classifying random or unexpected errors.
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Human inspectors are often used when visual acuity and
judgment is needed. But humans are limited by slow inspection
speed, fatigue, and inconsistency.
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Advanced Vision inspection applies photometric imaging
technology to inspection tasks that challenge both human and
machine vision capabilities. Photometry-based systems offer highresolution imaging, precision, and the ability to detect and assess
subtle or random defects―at production line speed.
Advanced Vision combines the accuracy and discernment of
human vision with the automation and data capture advantages
of machine vision systems, yielding a powerful inspection solution
to help you ensure absolute product quality.
7 ADVANCED VISION
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Human Inspectors
BACK TO TABLE OF CONTENTS >

The Visual Quality Standard
Humans possess remarkably acute visual capabilities combined
with the intellectual ability to make complex judgments. They
can spot tiny, subtle defects such as a cosmetic surface scratch
or particles on glass. They can assess scenes with high dynamic
range and varying lighting conditions.
Unlike machines, however, human inspectors are limited in their
speed, are costly, tire easily, and are often inconsistent. Their
accuracy decreases precipitously over time and as the
complexity of an assembly increases.
Defects on devices like keyboards and keyboard frames, for
example, exhibit visual patterns ranging from complex arrays to
entirely random features. These defects are more likely to be
missed by human inspectors who are easily fatigued by
scrutinizing parts with a high degree of detail. However, catching
minute defects in complex arrays can be critical for preventing
failures in these assemblies.

8 ADVANCED VISION
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Traditional Machine Vision
BACK TO TABLE OF CONTENTS >

The Power of Automation

CMOS & CCD:

Machine vision systems offer the advantages of speed,
repeatability, and consistency, and capture data for further
tracking and analysis. However, their capabilities are limited.

Complimentary metal-oxide
semiconductor (CMOS) and
charge-coupled device (CCD)
and are two types of sensors
used in digital cameras. They
capture and store an image
in the form of pixels. The
higher the resolution of the
sensor—measured in
megapixels (MP)—the more
data is captured to reproduce
a photographic image that
more closely reflects the
details of an object in reality.

A traditional machine vision camera (which we’ll define as a 2D
camera using a CCD or CMOS sensor), is ideally suited to
applications with visually obvious and predictable defects, and
few anomalies that fall outside the scope of programmed points
of interest.
These vision systems generally sacrifice precision for speed,
using relatively low-resolution sensors to capture just enough
image detail to detect a named error. They are not designed to
identify defects that are low-contrast, subtle, or unexpected.
Machine vision systems typically rely on pre-defined defects,
thus are most effective in highly repetitive inspection
applications where image variations can be easily augmented
with strategic lighting, and little judgment or contextual
information is needed for analysis.
9 ADVANCED VISION
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What Is Photometry-Based Imaging?
BACK TO TABLE OF CONTENTS >
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Photometry-based systems provide the automation benefits of
speed, reliability, and data capture, just like machine vision
solutions. However, photometry-based imagers typically use CCD
sensors with higher resolution and dynamic range compared to
traditional machine vision cameras, making them better
equipped to detect small and low-contrast defects.
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The advantage of imaging photometers is that they are designed
to weigh the intensity and power of light. Scientific-grade
photometers and colorimeters are calibrated to match human
eye’s sensitivity to light values. Photometric systems can capture
images in extreme detail, enabling precise discrimination
between light distributions to reveal more subtle defects than
can be discerned by machine vision, with more reliability than
human inspectors.
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PRODUCT NOTE
Radiant’s ProMetric®
imaging photometers and
colorimeters use scientificgrade CCD sensors with
resolutions up to 43 MP.
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Technology Comparison
BACK TO TABLE OF CONTENTS >

If we consider that human visual perception sets the standard for visible product quality,
photometry-based vision offers superior capabilities for meeting that standard. If we
consider that speed, repeatability, and data capture are the key advantages of automated
machine vision inspection systems, photometry-based vision offers these same
automation advantaged, with the added benefit of human-like visual precision and
judgment at production-line speeds.
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Attribute

Human Vision

Traditional
Machine Vision

PhotometryBased Vision
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Human visual perception
Human visual acuity / complexity
Inspection speed, accuracy, and
repeatability
Process / enterprise
control data
11 ADVANCED VISION
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How is Photometric Imaging Different?
BACK TO TABLE OF CONTENTS >

While both are digital imaging systems, machine vision cameras and imaging
photometers are significantly different. Photometers and colorimeters use unique
optical filters that replicate the human eye’s response to light. They excel at capturing
and quantifying light that is emitted from a source (e.g., a display screen or LED bulb),
or reflected off of non-lit components (e.g., a metal or glass surface).
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Machine Vision Camera

Photometric Imaging System

• Measures relative contrast/color

• Measures absolute luminance/chromaticity

• Speed favored over resolution (limited detail
inspection); small pixels, noisy images

• Extremely high resolution, low noise, and
broad dynamic range

• Low repeatability for applications that
normally require human inspection

• Detect minute visual differences in a way that
replicates human visual perception

• Poor contextual evaluation

• Detect and classify defects by severity

13 ADVANCED VISION
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Advantages of a CCD
BACK TO TABLE OF CONTENTS >
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There is much debate on the merits of CMOS vs. CCD sensor
technology. While both have their benefits, current CCD
technology provides the optimal balance of high resolution and
low noise to identify defects with the greatest repeatability in
the most challenging inspections.

4
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High-quality CCD-based imagers excel at:
•

Contextual evaluation—evaluating changes over an area, not
just focusing on a single point of interest (POI)

•

Measuring uniformity across an entire device or display

•

Identifying defects (pixels, blobs, artifacts)

•

Measuring multiple spots simultaneously (e.g.,
LED arrays comprised of several unique LEDs)

•

Rapid collection of multiple data points

•

Advanced analysis based on absolute values—easily
calibrated to what the human eye sees

14 ADVANCED VISION
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CONTEXTUAL ANALYSIS:
Two-dimensional imaging
using a CCD or CMOS sensor
enables contextual analysis
of deviations over a broad
spatial area in a single
image, such as changes in
shape or contrast.
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Resolution
BACK TO TABLE OF CONTENTS >

Resolution allows a camera to acquire finer detail within an image, like the exact
distance between a connector and a connection point, or the precise alignment of a
chip in an assembly.
For many inspection applications, the ideal CCD resolution of an imaging photometer is
about 16 or 29 MP, providing sharpness and detail equivalent to the human eye. The
resolution of a traditional machine vision camera sensor, on the other hand, typically
ranges from just 1 to 5 MP.
Machine vision systems distinguish visual differences relative to a baseline tolerance,
and there is usually little need for very high resolution when used for high-throughput
applications. But where greater discernment, relative contrast, or visual precision is
needed, photometric imaging offers superior performance.
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1MP Resolution
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29MP Resolution
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Impact of Resolution
BACK TO TABLE OF CONTENTS >
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Higher-resolution CCD imaging provides several advantages:
• Faster, more accurate detection of contrast variations
• Detection of subtle defects in highly detailed images
• Pixel-level defect detection for light-emitting parts (like display screens)

A high pixel count translates into high spatial resolution, which determines a system’s
ability to distinguish fine detail within an image. For example, the image at far left has a
low pixel count (low resolution), so there is little discernable detail. The image at far
right has a high pixel count (high resolution), providing excellent detail and clarity.
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10 x 10 = 100 pixels
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50 x 50 = 2500 pixels

1000 x 1000 = 1 megabyte
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Dynamic Range
BACK TO TABLE OF CONTENTS >

Resolution alone is not an indicator of overall imaging
performance. Some cameras offer 70+ MP resolution, but this
amount of detail is only valuable if the data within each pixel
accurately reflects reality. Image quality can be affected by a
number of factors, such as noise (shot noise, pattern noise, read
noise), sensor pixel size or well capacity, and more.
One critical attribute of imaging photometers is dynamic range,
which determines the number of grayscale values that can be
discerned in an image.
A sensor with a broader dynamic range enables a photometric
camera to detect subtle variations on surfaces caused by
shadows or reflections of light (e.g., shadows that indicate a
dent or bubble, or spectral reflections that indicate scratches on
a metal component).

DYNAMIC RANGE:
The ratio between the
maximum possible signal and
the “noise” level at the
minimum signal of one
measurement, measured in
decibels (db) and calculated
as a signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR).
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Impact of Dynamic Range
BACK TO TABLE OF CONTENTS >

Dynamic range is all about contrast. The larger the dynamic range of an
imager, the more grayscale values the image will have. This, combined with
high resolution, is critical for fine-detail measurement—where resolution is
the number of pixels captured, and the dynamic range is the amount of
meaningful variation between the pixels.
With a high-resolution, broad-dynamic-range sensor, imaging systems can
perform inspection with even better acuity than human vision.
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Low Dynamic Range
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High Dynamic Range
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Impact of Image Noise
BACK TO TABLE OF CONTENTS >

Image noise lowers the effective resolution of an image. For example, the center
image below is a high-resolution image, but the amount of noise (graininess) in the
image renders these details difficult to discern. This illustrates that a high-resolution
imager offers little benefit if the image has significant noise.
Meanwhile, an image that has low noise and low resolution (right), likewise provides
fewer discernable details. The ideal image for precision inspection combines highresolution and low noise (left).
Optimal Image

Resolution vs. Noise
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High Resolution & High Noise

High Resolution & Low Noise

19 ADVANCED VISION

Low Resolution & Low Noise

9
Radiant’s ProMetric® imaging photometers and
colorimeters use CCDs that are thermoelectrically cooled
to ensure low noise.
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Contextual Image Evaluation
BACK TO TABLE OF CONTENTS >

Because photometry-based vision systems rely on imaging, they
can identify random or unexpected defects across a broad
spatial area. By capturing a high level of detail within each
image, these systems are able to evaluate not only specific POI,
but the importance or severity of these POI based on context.
For example, Radiant’s imaging systems incorporate “mura”
analysis algorithms, which detect regions of spatial irregularity
based on context, rather than a limited set of defined defects.
This contextual evaluation enables:
•

20

Identification of random or
unexpected errors in relation to the
entire visible area (like humans)

•

Identification of non-uniform areas,
such as blemishes on a display
screen or cosmetic surface defects of
any arbitrary shape and size

•

Classification and grading of defects
based on size, shape, or severity
ADVANCED VISION

MURA:
A Japanese word meaning
unevenness or blemish. In
the display industry, it refers
to irregularities, “clouding,”
or differences in brightness
(luminance) or color as seen
on display screens.
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Comparison
BACK TO TABLE OF CONTENTS >

We can compare the performance and capabilities of human inspectors, machine vision,
and photometry-based Advanced Vision across multiple criteria:
Human Vision /
Human Inspectors

Criteria/Attribute

Traditional
Machine Vision

Imaging Photometry /
Advanced Vision

2
3
4

Line speed/throughput (takt time)

5

Visual acuity (ability to discern details even in
low-contrast settings)
Judgment (ability to identify random or
unexpected errors)
Discernment (ability to spot minute details in
complex arrays)

6

Consistency & repeatability
Data capture & analysis capabilities in real time

7

Training or ramp-up time
Defect detection performance

8

Low-cost capital investment
Low operating cost
Application in complex assembly & surface
inspection
Ease & speed of installation, set up, or
production readiness
Attribute strength scale: Great(5)=
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Good(4) =

Average(3)=

Fair(2) =

Poor (1)=
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Advanced Vision Applications
.
BACK
TO TABLE OF CONTENTS >

The capabilities of photometry-based Advanced Vision systems are
particularly well suited to three types of visual inspection applications:
assembly verification, surface inspection, and particle inspection.
Continue down to read about all Advanced Vision applications, or click on one
of the buttons below to jump ahead to a specific application section.
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Surface
Inspection

Particle
Inspection

Assembly
Verification
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15 Surface Inspection
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Surface Inspection
BACK TO TABLE OF CONTENTS >

Customers of today’s consumer electronics devices expect a
flawless product out of the box. Scratches, dents, and other
visual imperfections may damage a brand’s reputation and
future business.
Human inspectors apply their acute visual perception and
judgment during production to spot imperfections and ensure
defective products are not shipped to consumers. However, the
faster the production rate or more obscure the defect, the more
difficult it is for humans to keep up with throughput demands
while maintaining quality.
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Surface Inspection Examples
BACK TO TABLE OF CONTENTS >

Imaging photometers are engineered to measure and detect subtle variations in light
uniformity across illuminated components, combining the speed and consistency of
automation with the discernment of human vision. Using advanced photometric
measurement capabilities, Radiant imagers are ideally suited for detecting anomalous
features on surfaces and grading these defects based on their location, scope, and severity.
Scratches

Dents and Dings
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Scratches are identified based on their contrast relative to the
rest of the surface. The values shown in this analysis image are
contrast ratios relative to a background level.
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A dent’s length and width can be measured against defined
thresholds to determine whether a product passes or fails.
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Surface Inspection Applications
BACK TO TABLE OF CONTENTS >

Photometry-based vision systems have proven effective for a broad array of cosmetic
surface inspection and verification applications, such as those shown below.
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Surface
Defects

Surface
Attributes

• Scratches
• Dents
• Dings
• Foreign
particles

• Surface color
• Finish
uniformity

ADVANCED VISION

Logos/Labels

Characters

Features

7

• Shape
• Finish defects
• Positioning

• SKUs, part
numbers
• Character
quality
• Readability

• Alignment
• Ports
• Cameras
• Grills
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Cosmetic Inspection
BACK TO TABLE OF CONTENTS >

Photometry-based vision systems excel at cosmetic inspection of device
surfaces (case, bezel, buttons, marks, etc.). These systems can detect
defective features in device housing (right), as well as defects on glass
like smudges (left), which draw on Radiant light measurement algorithms
for detecting “mura” in illuminated displays.
• Marks & Brands
• Display Defects
o Particles
o Logo quality
o Contamination
o Label presence or
o Fingerprints
placement
o Air bubbles
o Etched characters
• Electro-mechanical: • Bezel Defects
o Fingerprints
o Camera position
o Scratches
o Gaps in enclosure
o Warping
or fitted parts
o Ports/apertures
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JUMP TO END OF APPLICATIONS SECTION >
BACK TO APPLICATIONS SELECTION PAGE >
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Particle Inspection
BACK TO TABLE OF CONTENTS >

Particle inspection (a subset of surface inspection) detects
particles and foreign materials that are embedded within, under,
or on top of surfaces. Today’s electronic devices can include
multiple layers of glass, plastic, and films, where particles can
easily adhere or become trapped. Particle defects can include:
•

Surface Defects: Scratches, dents, tooling marks, chips, dust

•

Embedded Defects: Voids/air bubbles, blisters, trapped particles,
particles in liquid

•

Transmission Defects: Visible variations in transparency or color

BACK TO APPLICATIONS SELECTION PAGE >
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Particle Inspection
BACK TO TABLE OF CONTENTS >

Particles may cause material to be unsuitable for a subsequent process
in manufacturing, or dangerous for application or consumption.
Automated visual inspection systems must be specially calibrated to
detect and distinguish between particles and their locations.
Understanding whether a particle is on the top, bottom, or embedded
within the surface allows you to adjust operational processes and
determine if:
•

The part can move on to the next phase of production

•

Cleaning is required

•

The material must be rejected as scrap
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Example: Particle in Camera Lens
BACK TO TABLE OF CONTENTS >

Radiant’s Advanced Vision systems offer imaging sensitivity to detect
defects in transparent materials under unpredictable lighting conditions.
Minute contrast variations within an imaged area allow our cameras to assess
the presence and location of particles. Systems can then apply defined
tolerances to determine the acceptable severity of a particles or number of
particle within the material.
Dust below a smartphone
camera lens (left) is detected
using specialized lighting to
reduce glare from specular
glass and increase particle
contrast (right).
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Example: Particle on Cover Glass
BACK TO TABLE OF CONTENTS >

Cover glass used for phones, laptops, and other display devices is often
coated to reduce glare, smudging, and other effects. If a particle is
detected during glass inspection, it is critical to know if the particle is
embedded in the glass (the unit must be discarded), trapped in the coating
interface (re-application of the coating is a possibility), or is on the top or
bottom surface (can be easily wiped off).
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BACK TO APPLICATIONS SELECTION PAGE >
CONTINUE TO NEXT SECTION >

6

Surface defects

Embedded defects
(in glass or coating/film)

Scratches
Depressions
Dings, dents
Particles
Foreign material
Dust, dirt, fingerprints

Particles
Voids, air bubbles
Fractures
Transmission non-uniformity

7
8

Interface defects
Trapped particles
Voids, air bubbles
Wrinkles
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Surface defects
See above

Edge defects
Chipping
Burrs
Fractures
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Assembly Verification
BACK TO TABLE OF CONTENTS >

Presence, position, and integrity of components is crucial for
device function. But the greater number of components and
diversity of assemblies, the more challenging it becomes to
perform inspection. Both humans and machines have difficulty
parsing assembly details with consistent accuracy and judgment.

BACK TO APPLICATIONS SELECTION PAGE >
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Typical Assembly Defects
BACK TO TABLE OF CONTENTS >

2

A primary objective of quality inspection for electro-mechanical assemblies is to
identify defects prior to sealing the device. Spotting defective units while still on
the production line enables manufacturers to resolve defects prior to functional
test, which reduces rework costs, and prevents latent product failures for units that
escape functional test.

3

Latent failures can have severe negative consequences if they shorten
the life of a device once it’s in the customer’s hands. Because many assembly tasks
still rely on human workers under increasing pressure to be efficient, the potential
for defects is ongoing at multiple points in the assembly process:

5

Typical Assembly Process
• Assembly of multiple
components in an enclosure
with screws, fasteners, etc.
• Interconnection of cables and
connectors
• Installation of components
(SIMS, chips, batteries, heat
sinks, etc.)
• Application of labels

36 ADVANCED VISION

Typical Inspection Areas
• Component presence,
alignment, and correctness
• Connection integrity and
correctness
• Configuration correctness,
including component and label
consistency
• Component alignment

Typical Assembly Defects
• Missing or damaged screws or
fasteners
• Cabling issues: routing and
connections
• Installed component issues:
missing, improperly installed, or
wrong type
• Missing labels or labels that do
not match device configuration

4
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Assembly Defect Examples
BACK TO TABLE OF CONTENTS >

Typical assembly defects can include missing screws, misrouted cables, or
misaligned connectors. If not caught and corrected during inspection and
testing, cables can become pinched or connectors can detach, causing device
failure down the road.
Misrouted Cable

FAIL

Misaligned Connectors
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PASS

8
9
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Low-Contrast Defect Detection
BACK TO TABLE OF CONTENTS >

Photometry-based imagers excel at spotting defects that are subtle or in low-contrast
areas of an assembly. For example, an Advanced Vision system can detect the presence or
absence of a dark screw against a dark surface.
A missing screw can be an issue because a component that is not properly secured might
vibrate or come loose during shipment and use. It also raises a troubling question:
where’s the screw? If it is loose within the device, it can move around during transport,
causing additional component damage.
Machine Vision

Advanced Vision
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Traditional machine vision
struggles to distinguish a
black screw from a hole,
and passes this unit even
when a screw is missing.

Advanced Vision imaging
systems with high resolution
and dynamic range easily
detect a missing screw.
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Keyboard Inspection
BACK TO TABLE OF CONTENTS >

3

The capabilities of photometry-based imaging systems are also effective
for a variety of keyboard assembly inspection tasks, including:
Key Gap Testing

Keyboard Frame Testing

2

Characters

4
5
6

Advanced Vision system checks the
gap widths in assemblies, spotting
keys that are off by as little as 0.1 µm
(about the width of a human hair).
Improper gaps are flagged as a
failure, as they can result in damage
and latent failures during operation.

Advanced Vision system checks for
inconsistencies in complex arrays.
Broken tabs in a keyboard frame or
instrument panel may allow critical
components to become loose or
detatch during operation.

BACK TO APPLICATIONS SELECTION PAGE >

Advanced Vision system checks for
placement, orientation, and print
quality of keyboard characters.
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CONTINUE TO NEXT SECTION >
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INSPECT
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INSPECT
BACK TO TABLE OF CONTENTS >

•

INSPECT is the solution platform for Radiant’s Advanced Vision inspection software

•

INSPECT includes an extensive software tool library for production-level
measurement and control

Cosmetic
Surface
Inspection

2
3
4
5

Particle
Inspection

Assembly
Verification

Glass
Inspection

6
7

INSPECT

8
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INSPECT.assembly
BACK TO TABLE OF CONTENTS >

INSPECT.assembly is an integrated solution for inspection of
complex electro-mechanical assemblies. Using a Radiant Vision
Systems ProMetric® Imaging Photometer, bright field lighting,
and programmable inspection software, the system detects
subtle, low-contrast defects on complex assemblies.
The system can be easily added to the production line to
accommodate real-time inspection, while occupying the same
footprint as an inspector on the line.
INSPECT.assembly captures and measures large areas to
simultaneously inspect multiple diverse features. The system
comes with flexible software that provides:
•

Identification of particle defects and scratches

•

Mechanical and dimensional machine vision inspections like
measurement, POI location, and presence/absence
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The Solution for Assembly Verification
BACK TO TABLE OF CONTENTS >

INSPECT.assembly inspects electro-mechanical assembly quality with
greater precision and consistency than multiple human inspectors
performing repeat inspections. Unlike humans, INSPECT.assembly can
operate autonomously and continuously with no downtime or
performance degradation, with reliable and consistent results.
For complex or low-contrast assemblies, INSPECT.assembly offers
superior defect detection compared to traditional machine vision.
INSPECT.assembly is specially engineered to inspect for:
•

Component presence or absence

•

Connectors

•

Cable routing

•

Screws

•

Components

•

Fasteners

•

Labels and their locations
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INSPECT.assembly in Action
BACK TO TABLE OF CONTENTS >
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19 Is Advanced Vision Right for You?
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Solving the Hard Inspection Problems
BACK TO TABLE OF CONTENTS >

Advanced Vision addresses the hard inspection challenges that elude both human
inspectors and traditional machine vision systems:
Inspection Challenge

Advanced Vision Performance

1.

Defects on DUTs
that are small,
subtle, and lowcontrast

Human visual acuity is a good solution for these types of defects, but
fatigue and inconsistency are a factor at typical production speeds. The
high resolution, high dynamic range, and pixel-level analysis capabilities
of photometry-based inspection meet or exceed human visual acuity to
detect these subtle defects consistently, 24/7.

Assemblies are
complex

Where there are many components and details to be assessed—
especially where inspection speed is desired—the human eye can be
overwhelmed by too much complexity and easily miss details.
Photometry-based systems offer both precision and speed.

2.

3.

Defects are
unpredictable
and occur
randomly

The more complex an assembly, the greater the chance an error will
occur during production, and the more difficult to predict when and
where it will occur. Human inspectors can apply superior judgment and
use context to evaluate anomalies. They don’t need to be told where to
look. However, their effectiveness drops at higher speeds.
A traditional machine vision system must be programmed with static
points of interest to know where to inspect for defects. This requires
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Advanced Vision Performance
advanced knowledge of defect locations and a highly consistent
production environment where parts don’t change significantly.
Defects that are random in location, size, and/or severity are the most
difficult for a traditional machine vision camera to identify. Patternmatching methods can discover some of these random defects, but it is
often difficult or expensive to reduce the background “noise” (due to
positioning, lighting, and device variations) to effectively detect finescale defects. Photometry-based Advanced Vision systems can perform
contextual analysis with precision.

4.
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Defects indicate
quality or process
issues that need
to be quantified,
trended,
analyzed, and
addressed
operationally
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(…CONTINUED)

Inspection Challenge

1

Unlike human inspectors, computer vision systems can process an
unlimited number of data points simultaneously, apply values to
quantify each data point, process & communicate data with speed, and
store data indefinitely. Most machine vision systems document defects
as digital data. However, these systems have limited ability to measure
and grade discrete defects or evaluate levels of severity, for applications
where a margin of error may be acceptable below a given threshold.
With higher resolution and dynamic range, imaging photometers
acquire more data from an image than a traditional machine vision
system, capturing a greater number of pixels and more gray levels to
evaluate contrasting points of interest that may indicate defects.
(CONTINUED…)
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(…CONTINUED)

Inspection Challenge Advanced Vision Performance
5.

Production where
consistency and
repeatability of
inspections is
important

Manufacturing quality control relies on having a defined set of
inspection standards that are applied to components at production line
speed. Consistent application of these standards is key, including intrainspector, inter-inspector, inter-line (intra-factory), and inter-factory
consistency, without degradation over time.
Photometric imaging systems analyze images to quantify defects using
precise spatial measurements, producing absolute (as opposed to
relative) measurements. These measurements can be compared to a
standard tolerance value for pass/fail determinations, ensuring that
inspections across the operation and over time use the same criteria,
maintaining consistency and process repeatability both organizationwide and with outside suppliers.

6.
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Production where
received quality
is paramount
(e.g., for brand
reputation/
customer
perception)
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Where absolute quality of complex assemblies is required,
manufacturers have typically used human inspectors. Machine vision
systems do not offer the visual acuity of the human eye, thus can easily
miss subtle defects or cosmetic blemishes that would be instantly
noticeable to an end user. Imaging photometers, on the other hand, can
leverage superior resolution and dynamic range to match—or exceed—
human visual perception.
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Is Machine Learning the Answer?
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1
2

Machine Vision with a Better Brain

3

We’ve seen how traditional machine vision cameras aren’t effective at
addressing the hardest inspection challenges. So what about using new
machine learning approaches to enhance defect detection capabilities?

4

Traditional machine vision relies on programmed tolerances for shape,
contrast, and more to identify important visible features. Part orientation,
dimensions, presence or absence of features, and part geometries can be
inspected based on these defined tolerances or by comparing observable
deviations from a “golden sample” image.
Machine learning (ML), by contrast, doesn’t rely on a priori knowledge, but
applies pattern recognition via artificial intelligence. ML combines machine
vision advantages—speed, repeatability, data capture—with the added
capability to “learn” as it goes. Advanced ML systems use neural networks
for sophisticated analyses, like recognizing irregularities in organic shapes.
ML has a significant limitation, however. Any system’s ability to identify
defects by analyzing data is still dependent upon the quality of data it
receives—that is, the quality and resolution of the images captured. In
practice, ML systems have no advantages for detecting low contrast or
subtle defects than traditional MV, if the same basic imaging technology is
used. ML may offer exciting new possibilities in many areas, but it is not
the solution to solving the hardest inspection challenges.
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MACHINE LEARNING:
The application of artificial
intelligence (AI) to machine
vision systems, enabling
computers to “learn” and
improve their learning over
time autonomously.
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Advanced Vision Advantages
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Photometric imaging solutions combine the benefits of machine vision systems and true
human vision, offering significant advantages over other solutions for precision
automated inspection:
ü Advanced Vision systems are faster, more accurate, and more reliable than human
inspectors. They can handle greater complexity than humans with greater precision,
especially at high speeds.
ü All automated vision systems offer speed, consistency, and data capture; only photometrybased systems find subtle features and provide accurate low-contrast measurement.
ü Photometric data and analysis criteria are based on absolute human visual perception, not
relative values, thus ensuring product quality accurately reflects customer experience.
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3
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ü Photometry-based imaging excels at detecting random and unexpected errors. Machinelearning solutions provide this capability, but only to the extent that a system’s image
resolution and quality will allow.

7

ü Imaging photometers meet a range of measurement and inspection needs; one system can
accomplish multiple applications.

8

ü Above all, photometry-based imaging systems catch defects that would otherwise pass
functional test, helping you avoid escapes and latent failures.
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Is Advanced Vision Right For You?
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Wondering if a photometry-based Advanced Vision solution can help solve your
hardest visual inspection challenges? When selecting a solution, key
considerations include the complexity of the inspection task, desired speed (takt
time), and the level of accuracy and precise visual determination required. The
characteristics of an inspection application where Advanced Vision can offer
significant advantages include:
•

When human visual judgement is the evaluation standard:
Cosmetic surface inspection for consumer products, final assembly inspection,
particle inspection, particulates in parenteral fluids

•

Where human inspectors are still being used instead of machine vision:
Complex assembly verification, final assembly verification, cosmetic surface
inspection for consumer products, glass inspection

•

When test-to-test and line-to-line accuracy is needed:
Cosmetic surface inspection, assembly verification

•

When quantifiable data is needed for process and enterprise control:
Process control, vendor management, “big data” operations

If customer satisfaction and brand perception are key, or if the cost of failures is
high, then absolute quality is what the market demands. In these cases, an
Advanced Vision inspection solution is your best choice.
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Conclusion
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Employing the advanced inspection capabilities of photometry-based
systems, manufacturers can establish automated operations for the most
challenging inspection tasks in cosmetic surface quality, particle
detection, and assembly verification.
A Radiant Advanced Vision solution helps ensure the quality of your
devices, inside and out. From electronic components to cover glass and
exterior surfaces, don’t trust your high-value products and brand
reputation to anything less than the precision of photometry-based
Advanced Vision inspection.
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Additional Learning
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To learn more about Advanced Vision check out these resources:
•

Advanced Vision Applications Overview

•

White Paper: Five Signs that a Photometry-Based Imaging System is the Right Choice for
Your Inspection Application

•

Tech Note: Cables, Connectors, and Screws (Oh My!): Improve Detection of Common
Assembly Defects to Reduce Latent Failures

•

Tech Note: Where No Machine Has Gone Before: Automated Assembly Verification that
Surpasses Manual Inspection for Speed, Accuracy, and Consistency

•

Tech Note: When Machine Vision Comes Up Short: Is “Almost” Defect-free Enough for
Your Customers?

•

Webinar: Understanding Machine Vision for Industrial Inspection

•

Article: What’s the Optimal Assembly Verification Method for Tough Inspection Tasks?
(Published in Vision Systems Design Magazine October 1, 2018)

The following resources provide more information about Radiant’s
INSPECT.assembly Automated Visual Inspection Station:
•

INSPECT.assembly Overview

•

Webinar: Achieving Automated In-line Inspection Beyond the Precision of Human Vision

•

Product Spec Sheet
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About Radiant Vision Systems
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Radiant Vision Systems works with world-class brands and
manufacturers to deliver creative visual inspection solutions that
improve quality, reduce costs, and increase customer
satisfaction. Radiant’s legacy of technology innovation in
photometric imaging dates back to 1992. Radiant serves a
worldwide install base addressing applications from consumer
electronics to automotive manufacturing.
Radiant Vision Systems product lines include TrueTest™
automated visual inspection software for quality control, and
ProMetric® imaging colorimeters, photometers, and light source
measurement systems.
Radiant is headquartered in Redmond, Washington, USA,
with strategic offices throughout the Unites States and in China
and South Korea. Radiant has been a part of Konica Minolta’s
Sensing Business Unit since August 2015.

FOR MORE INFORMATION,
PLEASE VISIT:
www.RadiantVisionSystems.com
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1
2
Global Locations
USA

Global Headquarters
Radiant Vision Systems LLC
18640 NE 67th Ct., Redmond, WA 98052 USA
T. +1 425 844-0152
F. +1 425 844-0153
Silicon Valley Office
Radiant Vision Systems LLC
20195 Stevens Creek Blvd. Suite 240, Cupertino, CA 9514 USA

China

Main Office, Shanghai
Radiant Vision Systems China, Ltd. B301 SOHO ZhongShan Plaza No.1065 West ZhongShan Road
ChangNing District, Shanghai 200051 P.R. China
T. +86 21 5242-2288
F. +86 21 5242-2066
Suzhou Laboratory
1904 Office Tower A Suzhou Center
Suzhou Industrial Park, Suzhou 215021 P.R. China

Korea

4
5
6

South China Sales & Support
B808 GuangHao International Center Phase II No. 441 MeiLong Road
LongHua New District, Shenzhen 518131 P.R. China
T. +86 755 2377-2596

7

Korea Sales & Support
Radiant Vision Systems Korea LLC 12F, Seokun Tower 646
Sampeong-dong, Bundang-gu Seongnam-si, Kyunggi-do
463-400, South Korea
T. +82 31 8017-6797

8

RadiantVisionSystems.com | Info@RadiantVS.com

9

Copyright ©2019 Radiant Vision Systems LLC. All rights reserved. Specifications are subject to change without
notice. Radiant, Radiant Vision Systems, ProMetric, ProSource, VisionCAL, and Source Imaging Goniometer
are registered trademarks of Radiant Vision Systems LLC.
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